Top quality in Horse Auction Belgium’s first online auction
Horse Auction Belgium has been creating a reputation for its quality young horse selection since its
first edition in 2013.
The key to the success of each edition is the professional team behind the auction, that guarantees
the quality of the horses that are selected: Michel Spaas, Cristophe Gijbels, Kevin Gielen and Lore
Penders.
Horse Auction Belgium has a very strict selection process and takes pride in offering the best
bloodlines from around the world, always guaranteeing healthy, rigorously vetted horses.
In this online auction, we have top quality youngsters by Cicero Z, Vigo d’Arsouilles, Malito de Reve,
Plot Blue as well as Jilbert van ‘t Ruytershof. We have foals by Emerald van ‘t Ruytershof, Contargos,
Cornet Obolensky and Scuderia 1918 Tobago Z out of damlines with more than 40 horses jumping at
1.60m level.
Some of our top references from past editions include:
- Jimmy Mack van Berkenbroeck: Performing at the highest level of the sport, jumping up to
1.60m and competing at the European Championships for young riders
- Lorenta: Jumped as an 8-year-old to a 3rd place in the GP*** in Frankfurt
- Heart-Third: a fantastic mare who already had 12 international wins at the age of 7 and was
delivering clear rounds in CSI2* GP's.
The team is exited to venture into the online horse auction world and have the opportunity to
expand our network to connect our future starts with the right client anywhere in the globe.
Some of our highlights for this auction are:
-

Range Rover M: 3y old mare by Udarco van Overis x Sire Major de la Cour
Rhapsody FG: 3y old mare by Jilbert van ‘t Ruytershof x Zavall VDL
Vigaro von Hary Z: 3y old stallion by Vigo d’Arsouilles x Chacco Blue
Tan Goo de Mahn Z: colt by Scuderia 1918 Tobago Z x Cornet Obolensky (third dam is Exquis
Walnut de Muze)
Cornelius van Twelve Oaks: colt by Cornet Obolensky x Presley Boy (out of the same damline
as Hardrock Z)

Follow the below link to our website:
https://www.horseauctionbelgium.com/en/home

